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Abstract Dynamic content sharing between Learning Management Systems has been previously studied. Flexible
communication model is necessary in order to spread the possibility of sharing the content among broader number of
participants, as opposed to rigid configuration for each LMS-LMS connection. Publish-Subscribe interaction scheme suits well
to such situation by providing interaction which primarily based on the topic they are interested in, putting behind the physical
properties of connection such as IP address or host names. We present a concept of a Publish-Subscribe communication model
based on mailing list system to flexibly deliver and distribute the e-Learning content activity events among participant LMSs.
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point-to-point course sharing model between LMSs, which

1. Introduction

is considered inflexible and need efforts for system

Higher education sector has seen e-Learning as a

administrator to set-up.

potential support to their academic environment. At the

In order to spread the possibility of sharing among

moment, the availability of good quality e-Learning

broader number of participants as well as to support its

material (content) remains a challenge due to the burden

dynamism, a more flexible way to share needs to be

a traditional mind teachers would face when they would

redefined. This paper presents the concept of employing

like to switch from conventional teaching. Sharing content

Publish-Subscribe interaction scheme among courses

among institutions can be seen to reduce burden

within LMSs running as overlay network on top of

regarding the efforts needed to develop content by

currently popular mailing-list system.

themselves. Among popular e-Learning systems, Moodle
[7] is the one that gains rapid popularity due to its

2.

open-source and modularity as well as its vast facilities of

Infrastructure for Course Sharing Activity

pedagogical support.

Mailing-List

Based

Overlay

Network

In the context of course sharing, a content is likely to be

Content sharing among Learning Management Systems

utilized in one-to-many fashion. That is, a particular

(LMS) has been studied to be implemented in which

content has a tendency to be employed for teaching at

network condition is unstable and connectivity is not

multiple LMS sites. Moreover, users may have interest not

guaranteed [1][2][3].

only to employ the content but also its related activities

The

previous

research

implemented

the

rigid,

such as questions bank, forums, quizzes, lesson etc.

In some extent, the dynamism level of the content may

(CA1) with its related activities in the form of Moodle

high as a result of the interaction between the original

course. TA1 is willing to share his quiz (QZ) and questions

author and the users of the course. Yet, a particular

bank (QB). The other modules are not shared. At the other

content has a potential to become popular in the future

end, teacher at B (TB1) and teacher at C (TC1) want to

leading to increasing demand of being participants as well

employ question bank and quizzes from TA1 respectively.

as a necessity to provide a more flexible sharing

TB1 and TC1 need to define a course (CB-1, CC-1) at their

interaction model among multiple LMSs.

own

LMS

site

and

subscribe

to

the

service

via

Mailing-list has been a popular tool since over decades

Publish-Subscribe module. The Publish-Subscribe module

ago employed as a discussion group infrastructure. The

registers each site’s mail address for point identifier.

topic is usually specific and the mechanism of subscription

Therefore, any message traffic will pass through the

is quite simple, and the interested users who joined the

mailing-list and reach all the sites by e-mail system. Any

group member will receive e-mail messages from other

modifications by TA1 that may take place will pop-up a

subscribed

notification at respected sites regarding the topic they are

users.

The

good

thing

of

mailing-list

mechanism is that if some problems disrupt the operation,

interested in.
Mailbox

the administrator of the mailing list could simply move

QB

QZ

the list to the other mail server flexibly. Mailing list has a
Mail Interface

B

Mailbox

potential to be employed for transporting the content

QB

QZ

TB-1

updates related with content modification and another

PubSub
Mail Interface

A

event that may occur.
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Mailing-List Server

QB
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Publish-Subscribe

paradigm

[4][5][6]

provides

PubSub

abstraction in one-to-many interaction model. Consumers

CA-1
QB

QZ

subscribe to any kind of events of interest. Producers

Mailbox
QB

publish

events

asynchronously

at

any

time.

QZ

The

consumers who have matching subscription will get

Mail Interface

C
TC-1

notifications and data associated with the events. The

PubSub

abstraction hides the complexity of the course structure as

CC-1
QZ

well as to maintain the decoupling information between
course provider and the course consumer. We consider
such paradigm as an overlay network on top of

Figure 1. Simple Case Study.

mailing-list infrastructure, since it requires identifier and
topics organization.

3. Architecture
Moodle

3. Simple Case Study
This section provides a simple case study for the

[7]

provides

several

different

modular

extensions in order to make easy for developer to extend
its

existing

capabilities.

In

this

paper,

the

explanation in the rest of this paper as depicted in Fig. 1.

Publish-Subscribe engine module lies in top of Moodle

This case study would assume that several Moodle LMS

library as a Moodle plugin. The Publish-Subscribe engine

has installed the Publish-Subscribe plugin at each sites (A,

comprises of three main functions, Notification engine,

B, C). Suppose, a teacher at A (TA1) authors a content

publisher engine, and the subscription engine. Fig. 2

depicts the general architecture of the system.

configuration for each content sharing setting. Every LMS
sites which desire to share their content each-other still
need to configure a point-to-point setting by their own

Mailing-List

administrator [2].
The architecture presented in this paper, is intended to

IMAP - Mailbox

Outgoing-Queue

MailInterface

be installed in Moodle as a plugin which provides a layer
of abstraction that distributes the event message to the
currently-popular mailing list system as well as getting
notification from other sides.

Notification
Engine

Publisher
Engine

Subscription
Engine

PubSub
Engine

5. Conclusions
In this article, we have presented the concept of
Activities

Resources

Course

Module ...

Module ...

Module ...

Module ...

Module ...

Module ...

Moodle
LMS

Publish-Subscribe as a Moodle plugin as an overlay
network infrastructure built on top of mailing-list
infrastructure. The approach is still in preliminary stage
at the time this paper is published.

Figure 2. Software Architecture of Moodle Plugin
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